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Item Issue Raised by Details Response Action

Updates New cabins

Associate Dean- Over the last term, we have set up the 

big new cabins in Curtain Road. This has allowed us the 

extra space and freed open access. 

Positives Tutor
BA Fashion 

Jewellery

Reps- We had a new tutor last term. We had good 

classes on 3D sessions. His teaching was unbelievable 

and he communicated better with us and the Course 

Leader. He gave us tips on our work and explained how 

jewellery industry works.  There was clarity in his 

teaching.

AD-  It's good to hear and I will let the course know.

Course 
Conflicting 

information

BA Fashion 

Jewellery

Reps- There is lack of communication and expectation 

this term. We had an argument over the  assessment 

requirements. We are meeting with the course leader 

about it. 

AD- We need to clarify the tutorial system and what is 

expected from it. Students arguing with staff should never 

happen. If you want to make an official complaint then 

contact the SU who can help. 

Reps to speak to the course 

leader.

AD to monitor the situation.

Reps to contact the SU if the 

issue stays unresolved.

Timetable
Lack of 

consistency

BA Fashion 

Jewellery

Reps- This term one our classes was cancelled without 

notice and we weren’t told about it. They didn’t send an 

email as it completely disappeared from the timetable. 

We now know that it was due to personal issues. We just 

want some explanation and advance notice. 

AD- That should not happen. It should have been 

communicated. Students should be made aware. I'll make 

sure you are given notice and explanation in the future. 

This is unusual as we rarely cancel anything outright. 

AD to speak to the Timetable 

team to make sure students are 

notified. 

Unlocked room in 

JPS

BA Fashion 

Jewellery

Reps- We have been told that most rooms in JPS are 

now unlocked and students can use it if it's free. But 

there has been no emails or any form of communication 

about that. 

AD- I can look into that. 
AD to ensure it's communicated 

in newsletters and emails. 

Wireless printing

Fashion 

Design and 

Development

Rep- Wireless printing is brilliant however could this be 

shared through email as noticed many people don't know 

about it. 

AD- They were testing it for a long time. We can 

communicate more. 

Dean to ensure the students are 

notified about the wireless 

printing. 

IT Lack of Wi- Fi

Fashion 

Design and 

Development

Rep- Wi-Fi doesn’t reach the new outdoor terrafin blocks 

at Curtain Road. 

AD- It's because they are new cabins. There are plans to 

rectify that over the summer. We can’t do any work 

currently as it will be disruptive. However, most classes 

based in there are 1st and 2nd year and it shouldn’t 

impact the final years. 

Library Lack of space

Fashion 

Design and 

Development

Reps- Space is not being used efficiently in the library. 

There are big tables which are taking up a lot of space. 

AD- I need to speak to the library. It’s a big space but not 

used properly.

AD to speak to the library about 

space arrangement. 

Lack of 

communication
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Heating in Mare 

Street

BA Fashion 

Jewellery

Reps- Heating in Mare Street is extremely hot. It was at 

least 35 degrees and a person fainted last week. It's not 

healthy. 

AD- Jewellery classes gets especially hot.  I’ll ask them to 

change the heating. You can usually technicians can turn 

it off depending on classes so ask them as well. 

Dean to ask Estates to turn the 

heating down. 

Lack of water 

fountain

BA Fashion 

Jewellery

Reps-  The only one is in the canteen but it's closed now. 

We have to buy water if we need one which is not 

acceptable. 

AD- I can ask but I think it’s because of the lack of water 

supply. I can chase it up and find out why for sure. 

Dean to find out why there are 

no water fountains on campus. 

Estates


